Visqueen Waterstop Mastic

- Part of the Visqueen High Performance Waterstop system
- Secures and seals Visqueen VX Waterstops in vertical and pile cap applications

**Description and Application**

Visqueen Waterstop Mastic secures and seals Visqueen VX Waterstops in-situ concrete vertical joints and pile cap applications.

Visqueen Waterstop Mastic is non-toxic and chemically inert, it has the same composition as Visqueen VX Waterstops, however it contains additional polymerised liquid to create a trowellable grade of mastic which can be applied as a bedding mastic for waterstops. The Visqueen Waterstop Mastic can also be applied as injectable mastic by injection through a mastic or grease gun.

The Visqueen Waterstop Mastic is available in 10kg buckets.

**Caution**

Visqueen Waterstop Mastic is a soft mastic material which will never set or harden, although it will dry if it is left exposed and as such should be covered in all its final usage.
**Installation**
For installation instructions please refer to the individual datasheets for:

- Visqueen VX25 Waterstop – for in-situ concrete vertical joints and joints
- Visqueen VX90 Waterstop – for 90o internal angles and seal around pipe penetrations including pile caps
- All projects must be assessed on an individual basis as installation details may differ. For project specific recommendations contact the Technical Department at Visqueen on 0845 302 4758 or enquiries@visqueenbuilding.co.uk

**Storage and Handling**
Visqueen Waterstop Mastic is packaged in 10kg sealable buckets to retain moisture within the product. Buckets must be stored on pallets. Once opened the pallets must be stored under cover or covered with a protective waterproof sheet to prevent rain damage. Surplus material may be re-used provided it is immediately re-sealed and stored appropriately.

The information given in this datasheet is based on data and knowledge correct at the time of printing. Statements made are of a general nature and are not intended to apply to any use or application outside any referred to in the datasheet. As conditions of usage and installation are beyond our control we do not warrant performance obtained but strongly recommend that our installation guidelines and the relevant British Standard Codes of Practice are adhered to. Please contact us if you are in any doubt as to the suitability of application.